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Application Environment 

SolarWinds® Server & Application Monitor (SAM) is an agentless server and application monitoring tool that 

monitors over 150 applications in your IT environment. With SAM, you can discover applications and gain visibility 

into the performance of your applications and their underlying operating systems and servers. 

Key features of Server & Application Monitor include: 

 Agentless monitoring of nodes and applications 

 A range of expert templates to monitor out-of-the-box applications 

 Integration with other SolarWinds network management software 

 Advanced alerting functionalities—you can combine SolarWinds Web Help Desk with SAM to proactively receive 

alerts 

 Group applications, nodes, and volumes based on your business services 

Server & Application Monitor – Architecture 
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Agentless Monitoring of Nodes 

There are many ways to monitor nodes using SAM’s agentless technology.  

Poll nodes by keying in hostname or IP address: Add the hostname or the IP address of the node you wish 

to monitor. If it’s a Windows® node, you’ll need WMI and ICMP credentials to connect and monitor the node. For 

a non-Windows environment, SNMP and ICMP credentials will be required.  

Network Sonar Discovery: An alternative method to add nodes in SAM is by using Network Sonar Discovery. 

With this method, you can scan hardware such as servers and routers. Along with the hardware, volumes on 

these devices will also be discovered. You can run Network Sonar Discovery or create a profile and schedule 

auto-discovery to poll nodes based on the user defined times. 

Discovery Central: This method will monitor nodes, volumes, interfaces, virtual devices, and applications within 

SAM. By using Network Discovery or Application Discovery, you can automatically poll nodes or scan existing 

nodes and devices for applications and then start monitoring. 

Templates for Monitoring Applications 

Once the nodes are added, you can start monitoring applications in less than an hour. Using templates, SAM 

monitors over 150 out-of-the-box applications. A template consists of a set of pre-defined component-monitors 

for monitoring applications that are specific to your environment. You can create new templates or modify existing 

templates along with its components within SAM, then assign them to a node and start monitoring the application.  

 

Monitor applications using our expert range of templates 

Templates on thwack 

In addition to having access to templates available on SAM, you have access to various templates on thwack for 

monitoring several out-of-the-box applications. This is where you find the templates for monitoring applications, 

nodes, and volumes. Individuals in the thwack community create these customized templates and make them 

available to help other users and admins. Use the following steps to start monitoring: 

1. Import the templates from thwack 
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2. Add the components you want to monitor using these templates 

3. Assign the components to a node  

4. Start monitoring 

View this short video to learn how you can assign application templates in SAM using Application Monitor 

Templates and using Shared Templates on thwack. 

SAM User Interface 

SAM’s Web console offers a range of features that are completely customizable.  

Intuitive Dashboard 

From SAM’s intuitive dashboard, you can view all information about applications and nodes, including: 

 Applications discovered 

 Hardware monitoring 

 Groups 

 Events that get logged in SAM 

 Active alerts, related applications, and components  

 Help desk tickets 

 Top 10 nodes and processes  

 

You can drill down in each feature in the dashboard to investigate the real issue with servers and applications. 
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SAM’s intuitive dashboard 

Interactive Charts 

You can view the node and application component status in the form of charts such as gauges, graphs, and pie 

charts. You can further drill down from the chart to see specific information that is time-based, min/max data-related, 

and percentage data-related (% Response Times, % CPU Load). In addition, the data from the charts can be 

exported into an Excel® file or into HTML format. 
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Look at critical components and see the status of each using interactive charts 

Browser-Based Interface 

The Web interface makes it easy to access SAM from any location or device that is connected to the Internet. The 

Web console can be customized for multiple users and SAM has the capability to store custom views for each 

user/profile. You can access SAM using Internet Explorer®, Mozilla® Firefox®, and Google® Chrome™.  
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Integration with Other SolarWinds Software 

SAM integrates well with other network management software from SolarWinds such as Network Performance 

Monitor, Network Configuration Manager, and other Web performance monitoring tools such as Web Performance 

Monitor. You can seamlessly navigate from one to another to monitor issues in your network. 

 

Groups and Dependencies 

Manage Groups 

By integrating SAM with other network management solutions from SolarWinds, you can begin to group various 

objects and manage your entire network more efficiently. You can also logically organize nodes, volumes, network 

devices, and virtual machines and obtain details about performance issues within your environment. 

 

Add any object from your environment and create custom groups 

Grouping also allows you to look at specific components and objects that have problems within the group. You can 

even see alerts for specific groups that contain a range of hardware such as servers, virtual machines, networks, 

switches, and routers.  
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Manage Dependencies 

Parent/Child Dependencies 

SAM allows you to define dependencies. This is particularly useful when you have applications that depend on 

certain nodes that need to be available all the time. For example, in order for an Exchange Server application to be 

continuously available, the node that the application is running on also has to be up continuously. This allows users 

to access their emails anytime. If the node is down, the applications in the node go down. 

You can also set dependencies among various types of hardware. By doing this, you can pinpoint exactly how one 

piece of hardware impacts another. 

Dependencies While Alerting 

Dependencies are useful while generating alerts. When a parent/child dependency is in place, then you know that 

you’ll get alerts only if the object actually goes down. Usually, when dependencies are not in place, it’s common 

that false alerts will occur.  

 

Look at alerts within groups and drill down to see the issue 

Customization 

The dashboards, charts, components, alerts, dependencies, and groups in SAM are completely customizable. You 

can create a view limitation that will limit the number of devices that can be displayed for monitoring.  

Out-of-the-box Alerting 

Alert Manager 

You can generate alerts for applications and components in SAM. Alert Manager is used to actively monitor and 

respond to user issues. SAM alert criteria are set based on industry best practice threshold values. 
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With SAM’s Alert Manager you can: 

 Base your alert criteria depending on individual components.  

 Obtain alerts if your component reaches critical, up, down, unknown, or warning stage. 

 Obtain alerts based on statistic data that are specific to the applications that are monitored. 

 Get alerts on the processes or services. For example, dns.exe or Alerting Engine. 

 Get alerts on the percentage of CPU and physical/total/virtual memory that’s in use. 

 View alerts in the SAM Web console or, depending on the priority of the alert, receive alerts via email or on 

your phone. 

Advanced Alert Manager 

The Advanced Alert Manager is used to view component events and alerts. Using the Advanced Alert Manager you 

can: 

 Configure alerts in such a way that components can be monitored for a specific time period. 

 Look at recent component events with their description and other information from the events log. 

 Select actions that will occur when advanced alert is reset to ensure basic alerting still continues for specific 

components you consider critical. 

 View active alerts in Advanced Alert Manager with their description and information from the alerts log. 

Help Desk Integration 

In addition to the Alert Manager, SolarWinds Web Help Desk can be integrated into SAM’s Web console. This 

makes it easier for you to automatically receive alerts if a node or an application goes down or reaches a critical 

state. Trouble tickets can be generated based on the alert type and priorities. They can then be sent to their 

respective owners for repair or can be escalated depending on the type of alert. Alerts via the help desk software 

are customizable and are sent via email or directly to your phone. 
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Web Help Desk is now integrated with alerts in SAM 

 
Take Corrective Actions 

Once Alert Manager generates an alert that an application, its component, or a node is reaching a warning or a 

critical stage, you can follow the alert and take corrective measures before more users are affected. SAM allows 

you to do this in many ways. Drilling down to the component level of a node or an application will indicate what 

the issue is. You can also look at critical processes and services that are causing an overload on the node. 

Real-Time Process Explorer 

Gain real-time insights about critical processes and their performance. With the Real-Time Process Explorer, 

you can identify processes that have been assigned to applications and kill those processes affecting a node’s 

performance. 

Real-Time Process Explorer allows you to: 

 Remotely manage processes without being physically present 

 Log in and retrieve vital statistics about the processes 

 View information for both monitored and unmonitored processes 

 Monitor processes and services such as:  

o CPU utilization 

o Memory utilization 

o Virtual memory utilization 

o Disk I/O 
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Remotely manage processes and obtain vital statistics about your applications 

 

Service Control Manager 

The Service Control Manager is very similar to the Real-Time Process Explorer. It lets you manage the services 

of the monitored Windows nodes. The Service Control Manager gives you information on services that are 

currently running and are not on the monitored node. You can start and stop services that are assigned to 

applications as needed. 

 

Remotely start, stop, and restart critical services 
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Reporting Capabilities 

SAM has a set of pre-defined reports that you can access anytime. 

Reports include: 

 Current application and component status 

 Daily application availability 

 Current hardware and hardware sensor status 

 Hardware health power consumption cost calculations 

 Historical application CPU and memory reports  

 Historical hardware sensor daily availability 

 Historical hardware sensor statistic 

 Other historical reports 

In addition to pre-defined reports, you can create new reports and customize existing reports using SolarWinds 

Report Writer. These reports can give your IT management insight into the performance of applications and nodes. 

They allow you to see how server management software has helped the organization in keeping the servers and 

applications optimized. 

 

Create customized reports of any objects you are monitoring 
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5 Reasons to Download Server & Application Monitor 

 

 Monitors Windows, Linux®, Solaris®, HP-UX and over 150 commercial applications 

 Supports hardware monitoring for Dell® PowerEdge™ and blade chassis, HP® ProLiant®, and IBM® 

System x 

 Automatically scans and discovers your server infrastructure  

 Web-based and agentless monitoring platform 

 Deploy and start monitoring in less than an hour 

SolarWinds (NYSE: SWI) provides powerful and affordable IT management software to 

customers worldwide - from Fortune 500 enterprises to small businesses. The company 

works to put its users first and remove the obstacles that have become “status quo” in 

traditional enterprise software. SolarWinds products are downloadable, easy to use and 

maintain, and provide the power, scale, and flexibility needed to address users’ 

management priorities. SolarWinds’ online user community, http://thwack.com, is where 

tens of thousands of IT pros solve problems, share technology, and participate in product 

development for all of the company’s products. Learn more today at 

http://www.solarwinds.com. 

For additional information, please contact SolarWinds at 866.530.8100 or e-mail 

sales@solarwinds.com. 

To locate an international reseller near you, visit 

http://www.solarwinds.com/partners/reseller_locator.aspx 
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